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ABSTRACT

The improvement of the quality and efficiency of vehicle wireless network data transmission is always a key
concern in the Internet of Vehicles (IoV). Routing transmission solved the limitation of transmission distance
to a certain extent. Traditional routing algorithm cannot adapt to complex traffic environment, resulting in low
transmission efficiency. In order to improve the transmission success rate and quality of vehicle network routing
transmission, make the routing algorithm more suitable for complex traffic environment, and reduce transmission
power consumption to improve energy efficiency, a comprehensive optimized routing transmission algorithm is
proposed. Based on the routing transmission algorithm, an optimization algorithm based on road condition, vehicle
status and network performance is proposed to improve the success rate of routing transmission in the IoV. Relative
distance difference and density are used as decision-making indicators to measure Road Side Unit (RSU) assisted
transmission. And the Ambient backscatter communication (AmBC) technology and energy collection are used
to reduce the energy consumption of routing relay transmission. An energy collection optimization algorithm is
proposed to optimize the energy efficiency of AmBC and improve the energy efficiency of transmission. Simulation
results show that the proposed routing optimization algorithm can effectively improve the success rate of packet
transmission in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), and the AmBC optimization algorithm can effectively reduce
energy consumption in the transmission process. The proposed optimization algorithm achieves comprehensive
optimization of routing transmission performance and energy efficiency.
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1 Introduction

The development of communication networks and intelligent technology applications has brought
opportunities for the IoT, but also brought negative problems such as low transmission performance
and high energy consumption. As one of the carriers of mobile IoT, vehicle is an important part.
Compared with other mobile IoT networks, the high-speed movement of the vehicles, high randomness
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of driving routes, limited network transmission distance and other reasons have always affected the
reliability and quality of data transmission to a certain extent. The quality and efficiency of data
transmission are very important parts of the vehicle driving environment and even affect traffic safety.
At the same time, the issue of energy consumption of wireless network transmission is also a topic
worthy of urgent attention under the theme of a low carbon society.

In term of data transmission of IoV, the combination of routing algorithm and VANETs alleviates
the problems of frequent changes in network topology, fast movement speed, short link lifetime, etc.
[1]. But inevitably, the above methods can only help to a certain extent. For example, although the
routing algorithm based on geographical location has a lightweight and fast routing decision making
process, a single decision-making parameter makes it have poor transmission performance in the face
of a complex scenario such as rapid changes in vehicle speed and uneven vehicle node density, which
lead to low transmission success rate. Especially with the rapid increase of car ownership, not only
is there a large number of vehicles on the road, but also the density distribution and driving route
characteristics are uneven [2]. With the popularization of intelligent applications, the proportion of
vehicles with intelligent transmission and interaction capability is growing [3]. This will obviously
bring huge pressure on the transmission of data generated by vehicles, and also put forward strict
requirements on the quality of network transmission.

In order to improve the routing transmission performance of VANETs, it is necessary to compre-
hensively optimize the routing algorithm [4]. It is obviously not enough to only consider the vehicle
speed, driving direction, network parameters and other factors, but also the relative distance difference,
RSU auxiliary transmission and other factors. To improve the routing transmission performance of
VANETs, it is necessary to comprehensively optimize the routing algorithm to enable it to cope with
complex road environment, vehicle state changes and other non single traffic scenarios [5].

AmBC technology is an energy friendly technology with low power consumption. The transmis-
sion is carried out by reflecting the existing signal in the communication network environment [6,7].
This technology can transmit the transmission signals passively. The relay node in the transmission
process can transmit data and collect energy from the source node [8]. Therefore, it has significant
help for energy saving of wireless network transmission. In the process of routing transmission of the
VANETs, relay transmission is a necessary step. Therefore, the application of AmBC technology in
the routing process of the VANETs to achieve energy saving is of certain research significance [9–11].

This paper applies the above optimization scheme to improve the routing transmission perfor-
mance and success rate of the VANETs, while saving energy consumption and improving the energy
efficiency ratio to a certain extent. On the basis of the routing algorithm based on geographical
location, the factors affecting routing transmission, such as vehicle driving status, network parameters
and traffic environment, are comprehensively optimized. A comprehensive optimization decision
formula is established to select the optimal relay transmission vehicle node. The optimized decision
content includes vehicle speed, node density, network parameters, link time, and driving state changes.
In the process of routing relay transmission, AmBC energy efficiency maximization optimization
algorithm is considered and proposed to achieve the effect of low power consumption and high energy
efficiency in the transmission process.

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 analyzes the current research on VANETs routing
and AmBC, Section 3 introduces the system model and environment, Section 4 analyzes the proposed
algorithm, Section 5 analyzes the proposed algorithm with simulation experiments, and Section 6
makes a conclusion.
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2 Background and Related Work
2.1 IoV Routing Optimization

As a necessary link of vehicle network transmission, the routing algorithm of the VANETs has
become a long term concern of many researchers in order to continuously improve the efficiency
and quality of the IoV transmission. Many researchers have proposed some routing optimization
algorithms in different directions and ideas.

Chen et al. [12] proposed an optimal routing algorithm, based on the parameters of vehicle link
transmission quality (LTQ) and density of vehicle nodes, promoted the packet delivery ratio (PDR)
and diminished the end to end delay. Khan et al. [13] used reinforcement learning algorithm Q-
learning to optimize the decision-making of intersection routes. RSU and server respectively monitor
road status and analyze road congestion. Finally, the Q-learning algorithm determines the optimal
next hop node to improve the transmission rate and achieve better delay. Q-learning algorithm is
considered by many researchers as an effective method to achieve path decision optimization through
greedy features. Luo et al. [14] proposed Q-learning algorithm to analyze the historical traffic flow
and network load monitoring data at intersections, and decided the optimal path relay node. And
on the basis of the above, the strategy of greedy selection is improved. The proposed algorithm not
only reduced the communication network overhead and performance, but also effectively improves
the success rate of packet delivery. Ji et al. [5] applied the multi weight decision algorithm to the
routing algorithm based on geographical location. On the basis of the algorithm, the vehicle driving
state, network performance, traffic conditions and other factors are comprehensively considered. The
application of smart contract and machine learning technology effectively stimulates the performance
of vehicle network bandwidth, and can effectively improve the delivery rate and throughput of routing
transmission packets. Punia et al. [15] found that maintaining QoS (Quality of Service) under complex
traffic conditions and vehicle driving conditions is the key to improving the transmission efficiency of
the IoV. EK-PGRP (Extended Kalman filter—Predictive Geographic Routing Protocol) is proposed to
predict the location of neighbor nodes. Kalman filter is applied to select the most appropriate neighbor
node in vehicle transmission environment. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can
effectively reduce routing overhead. Sennan et al. [16] proposed a mobility aware dynamic clustering
based routing (MADCR), which aims to increase the network link life and reduce the end to end delay.
Cluster formation and cluster head (CH) selection process are applied to form clusters according
to Euclidean distance. Using Mayfly optimization algorithm (MOA) to select CH. Compared with
Ant colony optimization (ACO), Comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization (CLPSO) and
Clustering algorithm for IoV based on dragonfly optimizer (CAVDO), the proposed routing algorithm
can effectively reduce the delay and increase the packet delivery rate.

2.2 AmBC
The application of AmBC in IoT and other environments can effectively reduce energy con-

sumption and achieve green communication due to its own characteristics. Khan et al. [17] proposed
an IoV network energy saving resource allocation framework supporting AmBC. Under incomplete
Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) decoding, the total power of each RSU, the power dis-
tribution coefficient of IoV and the reflected power of BackTags are jointly optimized. Compared
with the transmission performance of traditional IoV framework, the proposed algorithm has better
performance. In the two hop relay wireless transmission scheme, Ji et al. [9] proposed a joint
optimization algorithm based on the maximum energy efficiency criterion in AmBC. The number of
source node antennas, transmission power and transmission allocation factor are jointly optimized
to obtain better energy efficiency gain. Li et al. [18] proposed an AmBC transmission scheme in
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vehicles and pedestrians (V2P) system assisted by source noise of environmental radio frequency (RF)
sources, and analyzes the system’s asymptotic behavior and hierarchical gain performance. Although
the scheme can improve system security, it sacrifices reliability to some extent. The traditional AmBC
system is optimized by Yang et al. [8], and a Cooperative AmBC (CABC) system is proposed. The
reader recovers information from Ambient backscatter device (ABD) and RF source information.
When the ABD symbol period is longer than the RF source symbol period, compared with the
traditional Single input multiple output (SIMO) system without ABD, the presence of signals in the
CABC system can significantly enhance the Maximum likelihood (ML) detection performance of
RF source signals. In the routing transmission process of the IoV, each relay transmission that is not
directly transmitted to the destination can be regarded as a two hop relay transmission process. The
application environment of AmBC can be applied to the routing transmission process of the IoV to
realize the optimization of routing transmission energy efficiency [19–21].

2.3 Motivation and Contribution
In the above research contents, there are comprehensive decisions on route transmission opti-

mization parameters of the VANETs, innovative processing of route transmission schemes, and
AmBC energy consumption optimization schemes. However, the integrity of the multi-parameter
decision-making factors of the VANETs needs to be improved. More parameter indicators obviously
help to optimize the routing transmission quality. At the same time, during the routing process
of the VANETs, the assistance of AmBC can reduce the transmission power consumption and
significantly improve the transmission energy efficiency. According to the above optimization ideas,
a comprehensive optimization scheme of VANETs routing is proposed. The driving characteristics of
vehicle nodes, node density, driving direction, speed change, link lifetime, and vehicle change degree are
all parameters of routing decision. Based on these parameters, a comprehensive decision optimization
formula is established, so that the optimization of multiple parameters can provide higher performance
for transmission quality improvement. In RSU auxiliary transmission, the relative distance difference
is used as the decision threshold of RSU auxiliary transmission. At the same time, RSU, vehicle
and other roadside communication and computing infrastructure are equipped with ABD for AmBC
routing communication. The roadside node and vehicle node are regarded as the two hop nodes of
relay transmission, and an optimization algorithm is proposed to comprehensively optimize the source
antenna and transmission power of AmBC, so as to reduce the transmission power consumption and
improve the energy efficiency ratio. The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) Optimize the routing decision of the VANETs routing algorithm, optimize the decision making
process and improve the routing transmission efficiency and performance by combining
environmental parameters and relative distance difference.

(2) Proposed an AmBC auxiliary framework under the routing transmission environment of the
VANETs, which can reduce the communication transmission power consumption and improve
the energy consumption ratio.

(3) An energy efficiency optimization algorithm is proposed for AmBC transmission to improve
the energy efficiency of the system.

3 System Model

In the network of vehicles routing transmission system environment, all vehicles are equipped with
on board unit (OBU) with communication and Global Positioning System (GPS) functions to provide
transmission and positioning. The system model is shown in Fig. 1. There are roadside infrastructures,
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such as RSU and edge server, in which roadside units and vehicles are equipped with ABD to
meet the needs of AmBC transmission. Vehicle and neighbor vehicle nodes and RSU periodically
broadcast information, collect information of surrounding nodes, and establish and maintain neighbor
information table. The vehicle speed, direction change, network status and other decision optimization
data are collected and updated by the surrounding nodes and RSU.

Figure 1: System mode

When the vehicle is routing transmission, first judge the relative distance difference and choose
whether to perform vehicle routing transmission or RSU assisted transmission. Because RSU uses
optical fiber cable transmission, the transmission speed and quality are better than vehicle wireless
network transmission. During relay transmission, both RSU and vehicle are regarded as nodes. In the
two hop AmBC of relay transmission, the sending end is the source node, the relay node is the receiving
and forwarding node, and the destination node is the receiving node. At the same time, it can continue
to send information by collecting the signal energy sent by the relay node.

The AmBC model is shown in Fig. 2. Both vehicle and RSU can be regarded as source nodes,
including the relationship between the destination node of relay transmission and the next hop node.
The source node is the active end, equipped with multiple antennas, which sends information to the
relay node and collects energy by the relay node. The relay node completes the resource allocation of
received signal through power shunting. In the second hop, the relay node uses the collected energy
to send information to the destination node. In the transmission process, each vehicle node selected
by routing decision can be seen as the next hop relay node of AmBC transmission. The system
analysis process is two-hop transmission. Therefore, in the process of AmBC transmission, each relay
forwarding is considered as an independent two-hop transmission analysis.
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Figure 2: AmBC model

4 Optimization Algorithm and Analysis

In the proposed routing optimization algorithm, the optimization of routing decision parameters
needs to involve the comprehensive decision of each parameter to evaluate the optimal next hop
node. The optimization algorithm analysis of this section is divided into two parts. the first part
is the comprehensive decision-making algorithm for the routing optimization of the VANETs the
second part is the energy consumption optimization algorithm of AmBC in the routing transmission
environment of the VANETs.

4.1 Routing Decision Optimization Algorithm
The density of vehicles around nodes in the environment determines the degree of traffic

congestion, which is an important parameter that seriously affects the transmission efficiency. The
density impact assessment formula can be expressed as:

DV = 1
n

n∑

i=1

k
di

(1)

DV is the density impact assessment value, di is the number of vehicles in unit time, and k is a
constant coefficient.

Link time is a parameter comprehensively determined according to vehicle speed, direction of
driving, relative distance difference and other factors. It is an important decision-making factor in the
routing optimization process. The link time LT can be expressed as:

LT = Dd × AS

Vd

(2)

where Dd is the distance difference between two vehicle nodes, and Vd is the relative vehicle speed
difference. As refers to the relative value of the direction angle and speed of the vehicle. As the
evaluation of vehicle mobility, its value is expressed as:

AS = 2Vd + Vd cos (α1 − α2)

2Vd

(3)

α1 and α2 respectively represent the speed angle in the direction of vehicle travel. The total
bandwidth and effective available bandwidth of vehicle and RSU are also important factors that affect
the quality and efficiency of network routing transmission.

The sum of the above decision parameters and its weight coefficient is the decision value of the
routing transmission relay node. The weight value is the normalization coefficient, and the sum result
is one. The flow chart of routing optimization decision algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Routing optimization algorithm process

4.2 Algorithm process
In the proposed optimization algorithm, the process of the algorithm was demonstrated and

analyzed. The algorithm is divided into two parts: routing optimization and AmBC relay forward-
ing. The routing optimization algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. First, collect and update node
information, when routing transmission is required, the relative distance value is calculated. These
collected parameter values serve as decision-making content for optimizing routing nodes. The link
lifetime value is not only one of the comprehensive decision values for routing transmission, also
used to measure the relationship between routing transmission time and link lifetime, in order to
avoid low transmission efficiency caused by frequent link disconnections. Subsequently, the above
decision parameter values are obtained based on node information, and the link life time is used as a
transmission time decision factor to select the next hop relay node based on the decision parameter
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values. When the life time of the link exceeds the transmission time, the previous decision value
calculation step are executed to select other candidate nodes.

Algorithm 1: Routing optimization algorithm
1: Broadcast node information (neighbor node)
2: Established and update neighbor node table
3: If destination node not within communication range Then
4: Get parameter values;
5: Calculate current distance;
6: Calculate relative velocity difference;
7: End
8: Calculate values(DV LT and AS)
9: If LT � Transmission time Then
10: Traverse nodes and obtain decision values;
11: Obtaining optimal decision value;
12: End
13: If next node → r Then
14: Send to the next hop node;
15: Else
16: Recalculate decision values of candidate nodes;
17: End

AmBC relay forwarding process is shown in Algorithm 2. When routing relay forwarding is
required, energy collection and forwarding of relay nodes can be achieved by applying AmBC. When
the relay is transmitted to the destination node, the node collects information about the routing
transmission by AmBC. When the information cannot be successfully transmitted to the destination
node, the destination node provides feedback on the routing transmission failure information.

Algorithm 2: AmBC relay forwarding
1: Collect node information
2: If Routing relay transmission → next node Then
3: Get decision value;
4: Transmit signal → Relay node;
5: Relay transmission energy harvest;
6: Receiving transmitting information;
7: Else
8: Signal power diversion;
9: AmBC relay transmission;
10: End
11: If Send to destination node Then
12: Get routing information;
13: Else
14: Receive signal power transmission (transmission failed);
15: End
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5 Simulation Analysis

The simulation process application software is MATLAB2020. During the route transmission
simulation of the VANETs, the communication range is 150 m, the moving direction of the vehicle
node is random, the vehicle speed is 5–40 m/s, the number of vehicle nodes is 20–80, and the simulation
protocol is IEEE 802.11p.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proposed routing optimization algorithm is compared with the Greedy
perimeter stateless routing (GSPR) routing algorithm and the routing algorithm proposed in reference
[5] through simulation experiments. It can be seen that the proposed optimization algorithm can
improve the packet delivery rate compared with the other two algorithms, and the improvement is more
obvious in the scenario of low vehicle nodes. This is because the proposed algorithm performs more
detailed decision analysis on multiple routing decision optimization parameters, so that the negative
impact of these factors on packet transmission can be reduced. At the same time, RSU auxiliary
transmission also has a more stable network, higher bandwidth and lower delay than vehicle wireless
network transmission.

Figure 4: Packet delivery rate under different nodes

Fig. 5 shows the simulation result of PDR at different driving speeds. As shown in the result,
with the continuous improvement of vehicle driving speed, the PDR of the three routing algorithms
show a downward trend. The increase of vehicle speed will speed up the change of the topology of
the VANETs network, resulting in an increase in the frequency of disconnection, and affecting the
efficiency of data packet transmission. As the speed increases, it can be seen that the proposed routing
algorithm has a higher PDR than the other two comparison algorithms. This is not only because of the
decision optimization of comprehensive parameters, but also because the RSU auxiliary transmission
can alleviate the above problems to a certain extent.

Fig. 6 describes the throughput of different vehicle nodes. As shown in the Fig. 6, the increase
in the number of vehicle nodes can improve the throughput. This is because the increase in vehicle
density increases the transmission success rate and throughput. In the case of different number of
vehicle nodes, the proposed routing optimization algorithm has higher throughput. When the number
of vehicle nodes increases from 50 to 60, the throughput will decrease significantly, because when the
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vehicle density is too large for the routing transmission system, the operation such as updating and
maintaining the vehicle neighbor table will cause a negative impact. Therefore, it can be seen that the
more vehicle density is not the better, only in a certain quantity range can better results be achieved.

Figure 5: Packet delivery rate under different node speed

Figure 6: Throughput under different nodes

Fig. 7 shows the throughput of the routing transmission system at different node speed. It can be
seen that, corresponding to the previous simulation results, as the node speed increases, the throughput
shows a decreasing trend. When the degree of node speed improvement is less, the impact of speed on
throughput is relatively light. When the speed is increased to a higher extent, the decrease in throughput
will continue to increase. Excessive node speed leads to a rapid increase in the instability of the routing
transmission system, thereby affecting the performance of the entire routing transmission.
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Figure 7: Throughput under different node speed

6 Conclusion

Aiming at the problems of transmission quality, efficiency and energy consumption of VANETs
routing, an optimization algorithm for VANETs routing decision is proposed. Compared with the
existing algorithms, the comprehensive optimization decision algorithm can improve the routing
transmission performance and packet delivery rate. At the same time, the proposed algorithm can
also have high transmission performance in the scenarios of few nodes and high speed. AmBC
energy consumption optimization algorithm is proposed to reduce energy consumption in the routing
transmission environment of the VANETs and improve system energy efficiency. In the following
research, reinforcement learning and other technologies are considered to be used in the decision
optimization of routing parameters.
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